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ANNOS

7. Analysis and Summary

***********************

7.1. ANNOS

As the EIN project began in 1973, little study had been done on

the problems of hosts communicating through a large network. A

tendency, inherited from the subnetwork designers, to describe

even higher level protocols as message rather than procedure

based left the communication designer without the sophisticated

description tools provided by language designers. And, demands

for standardization and need for modularization forced

classification and structuring before problems had been well

identified or understood.

The EIN project encouraged necessary hands-on experience,

especially in the areas of interhost and interprocess

communication. The ANNOS connection of a CDC mainframe to the

packet switching subnetwork was one of various interconnection

methods investigated. This system sustained extensive

implementation and experimentation which provided basic input

into ISO's SC16, Euronet, and other following network projects.

Some of the observations and insights coming from the ANNOS

experimentations include:

a better understanding of the functional components needed

to support communication in a heterogeneous network.

the necessity of describing local manipulations which affect

the visibility, delay, and semantics of signals carried by a

service.

the extension of the definition of a communications service

to include a procedural model of its implementation.
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7.2. Layers of Functionality

The ANNOS Transport Service, connecting through the subnetwork

back to itself, worked very well. At higher speeds the subnetwork

would at times suffer from congestion. But serious problems only

then appeared when a number of different hosts, with different

connection characteristics and different TS interpretations and

implementations, tried to interwork.

Although adaptations could be introduced for any particular

connection pair, and while the entire network functioned

tolerably well, a basic and subtle problem could be identified:

the different transport implementations were not all addressing

themselves to the same functional levels. Some were performing

synchronization on behalf of the subscribers, while others were

complementing the protocol with extensive local intelligence in

order to provide a transportation service whose characteristics

would appear simple to higher levels. The difference between

these approaches is not always so clear but the discrepancy

becomes more apparant as the delay variance increases.

The ANNOS implementation suggested a subnetwork orientation. The

ANNOS TS-Subscriber relation deviated from what had been an

implicit and unstated interpretation of the TS as an

inter-process communication mechanism operating closely on behalf

of the Subscriber. This was essentially the identification of the

transport and session functional components. In addition, the

discussion about the semantics of signals passed across the

Subscriber-TS interface was introduced.

The functional layers which were identified include:

a communication function, not necessarily error free, but

which extends from any host of the network to another.

a transmission function which explicitly corrects and

compensates for insufficiencies of the underlying

transmission mechanism, or provides the information to make

such compensation possible.

an inter-process communication which supports subscriber

dialogues.
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One is now trying to 'standardize' these layers - to impart

well-defined and fixed functionality to each layer. This is

difficult to do, because the nature of each layer is a refelction

of many, ofetn subtle, factors. It is perhaps interesting to

conclude with a brief look at slices of two other network

approaches to data transportation.

Alternate Architecture 1

An interesting work which extends upon the need for explicit host

subnetwork synchronization and co-ordination is that currently

being carried out at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) of

UCLA in the U.S. A highspeed network (10 -100 Mbps) is under

development which requires both efficiency and high reliability.

The problems of host - subnetwork interference and the suitable

selection of time-outs has led to the suggestion of a timer-based

protocol [FLE1]. Data exchange between two processes is supported

by combined host-subnetwork knowledge and enforcement of a

maximum packet lifetime. All retransmission timing is based on

this support, so that retransmission neither occurs while another

copy of that data still exists, nor occurs at the end of an

unnecessarily large time interval. Hosts and subnet cooperate to

estimate transit delays and to ensure that no packet lives longer

than anticipated when created.

The designers have not attributed this functionality to any

particular layer, but I would call it an extension to the network

layer. The resulting service ensures that transmission and

acknowledgement will either complete or abort within a fixed and

known time. This makes possible a reliable two-way handshake,

which can then be employed for transport initialization or a safe

datagram service. Problems of old packets jeopardizing data

integrity are resolved.

Alternate Architecture 2
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A second example will serve to illustrate the difficulty in

identifying functional components. The Xerox Pare Internet [B0G1]

serves a large community of personal computers, Alto's, which are

linked together using Ethernets, Arpanet, leased lines and

possibly other transmission media. The Alto's themselves

implement an internet datagram service; i.e., the datagram

service is implemented in the hosts themselves, and the hosts

form a homogeneous user community. The internet datagram facility

is similar to that of EIN and LLL: pure datagram where packet

discardal is employed to protect against possible congestion.

Directly interfacing to the Internet facility is, amongst other

things, an inter-process communication facilty based on remote

procedure calls [LAM1]. This facility employs a very large

identification space (64 bits) so that unique, monotonically

increasing identifiers are given to calls and to each

re-transmission. This eliminates problems of mistaken identity
and old data. But no special considerations are given to packet

lifetime, to delay variances, and to cooperative congestion

avoidance. The network is said to function very well, but loads

are very light, the host community homogeneous in hardware and

implementation, and timings are geared to the slowest connections

of 9.6 Kbps.

7.3. Definition of Service

An identification and understanding of the functional layers is a

valuable key to an understanding of a communication system.

Communication structures which relate their components to a

well-understood reference model provide a valuable basis for

compatible implementations, interworking, etc. But, this

presupposes that the reference model is well understood.

The next task is that of defining the particular services. The

ANNOS implementations underscored many deficiencies in the

current method of service definition and led to the suggestion of

a much broader scope of definition. The ANNOS Transport Station
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raised questions about:

local procedures which extend the service by providing
additional functionality based on the established protocol,

e.g. the closing mechanism.

the influence of specific interface details such as parallel

data and signal paths, on the service rendered.

the observability of signals viewed by the remote partner,

as well as side effects on such signals due to latency and

to mutations imposed by the carrying service.

Subsequent experience with the ANNOS terminal subsystem and the

virtual terminal protocol led to the observation that the

terminal service could hardly be described by the protocol, which

actually would be used by many different kinds of communication

components. The resultant Zurich virtual terminal protocol was

designed to be application independent within a certain class of

applications; it provided the means to describe specific data

structures, and to tag data items, and to exercise a simple

synchronization. These features one would today prefer to

generalize much further, and to embed them within the framework

of a language, thus making the same techniques available to file

transfer, data base, and other high level applications.

The separation of the protocol definition from the definition of

the virtual terminal per se was a recognition of the need for

more explicit and broader definition. A complete terminal model

in an extended Pascal language, suggested the use of a procedural

definition and the advantages which high-level language design

could offer to the description of the communication model.

High level procedural language as a design tool for communication

systems has had a late discovery. The Octopus network at Lawrence

Livermore is being defined in Algol and then translated to the

various implementation languages. A study [LAU1] done by Needham

and Lauer supports the duality of message and procedure based

models, paving the way for the use of procedural based

definitions of communication services. The inter-process

communication mechanism based on remote procedure calls [LAM1] is
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a good example of the understanding and simplicity which can be

gained by employing more familiar and better researched

techniques for the definition process.
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